Strategic Roadmap Bridges Business &
Digital Objectives
by Bob O’Hara, Co-founder & Managing Partner
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expectations from the effort, and clarifying

what is and what will be, prioritize those

to building alignment. This, in turn, requires

based map that provides clear direction

roles, responsibilities, and scope is essential

projects, and then lay them out in a time-

strong executive sponsorship with a

forward. The map also needs to take into

communicated to all participants.

external factors that could impact the

foundational vision for the future that is
Once the scope and team have been

formed, the team will work through a

process of understanding what is known

(process, technology, etc.), envisioning what

could be (idea generation without restraint),
determining what should be (balancing the
ideas with reality), performing a gap

analysis, and ultimately translating that work
to a clearly understood roadmap. The

roadmap should take into consideration

many aspects of the implementation that
are often overlooked and provide a clear

pathway to implementing needed change.

The roadmap may include projects and work
efforts centered on foundational, tactical

and strategic technological needs, changes
to processes and associated standard

consideration resource availability and other
implementation of the plan (e.g., regulatory

submissions, external factors, organizational
changes, etc.). The roadmap should be
viewed as a starting point to the work

efforts and it should be seen as a living
document that will of necessity require
regular reviews and updates.

CONCLUSION
In short, if done well, the strategic roadmap
will provide a common language for

addressing future needs and will facilitate
communication among functional areas
within your organization. Further, it will

provide a common reference for decision
making around operational project
portfolios.

operating procedures, work practices and
guidelines, information management,
knowledge management, change

management, and organizational change.
A key deliverable is the identification of

For more information, visit our website

www.resultworksllc.com or contact us at
marketing@resultworksllc.com.

projects required to close the gaps between
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